ONLINE ACCESS TO WORLD-CLASS REMOTE SENSING AND GIS SOFTWARE

Use the same powerful Hexagon Geospatial Producer Suite software that you’ve come to know, delivered in a cost-effective way that aligns with your contract, project milestones, and timeline.

The Producer Online cloud delivery service streams the latest ERDAS IMAGINE and GeoMedia software directly to you. It provides a low cost and agile option for businesses and contractors who need to quickly ramp their projects up or down based on the volume and intensity of the work. Producer Online provides the ability to conduct project work worldwide, remotely while optimizing usage.

---

**Project Duration**
- Short duration
- Long duration

**Project Profile**
- You Encounter Work Spikes
- Work across multiple locations/time zones
- Steady ongoing business flow

**Financial Profile**
- Lower cost of entry
- Perpetual License
REDUCES IT OVERHEAD

Installing and upgrading multiple workstations across an enterprise is a time-consuming process. Producer Online eliminates the strain on your overburdened IT department by moving it into the cloud.

Streaming the application to your workstations allows you access to the powerful Producer Suite while maintaining the security and integrity of your data. In contrast to other cloud solutions that host your application in the cloud, but also need your data to be in the cloud to keep it local to the CPU resource, Hexagon Geospatial’s Producer Online streams the application to you while keeping your data exactly where it is.

PRODUCER ONLINE BENEFITS

Pay As You Go model. Pay on a monthly basis, allowing you to invest in other areas of your business.

- Flexible terms to meet your project timeline and fit your budget
- Lower upfront investment and lower cost to use (rent vs. buy scenario)
- Easily expand your license footprint as your business grows

Optimize your costs. Save upload/download time, and reduce IT overheads. No licensing or installation overhead.

- Ensure access to the latest software with the latest productivity tools.
- Short term/project-based pricing

Keep your data local. Secure approach to remotely access software while also preserving the sensitivity associated with your data.

IMAGINE ONLINE

Deploy the world’s most widely-used remote sensing software solution, combining imagery, terrain, RADAR, and point cloud data sources to extract rich information that cannot be detected through visual inspection alone.

- Process large quantities of raw spatial information
- Unearth insightful information from imagery, terrain, RADAR and LIDAR data sources
- Create remarkable value-added products seamlessly and simply through automated and wizard-driven workflows
- Combine our next-generation spatial modeler with your ingenuity and greatly expand your problem-solving capabilities

GEOMEDIA ONLINE

Leverage a flexible and dynamic Geographic Information System for creating, updating, managing and analyzing geospatial information. Highly specialized functionality makes it ideal for extracting information from an array of ever-changing data

- View dynamically updated results as data changes
- Automatically checks data quality and completeness
- Deliver dynamic analysis and map-centric products
- Exploit the power of your corporate database
ABOUT POWER PORTFOLIO

The Power Portfolio from Hexagon Geospatial combines the best photogrammetry, remote sensing, GIS and cartography technologies available. Flowing seamlessly from the desktop to server-based solutions, these technologies specialize in data organization, automated geoprocessing, spatial data infrastructure, workflow optimization, web editing, and web mapping.

The Producer Suite enables you to intelligently author, analyze, process, and map multiple sources of data.

ABOUT HEXAGON GEOSPATIAL

Hexagon Geospatial helps you make sense of the dynamically changing world. Known globally as a maker of leading-edge technology, we enable our customers to easily transform their data into actionable information, shortening the lifecycle from the moment of change to action. Hexagon Geospatial provides the software products and platforms to a large variety of customers through direct sales, channel partners, and Hexagon businesses. For more information, visit www.hexagongeospatial.com or contact us at marketing@hexagongeospatial.com.

Hexagon Geospatial is part of Hexagon, a leading global provider of information technologies that drive quality and productivity improvements across geospatial and industrial enterprise applications. Hexagon’s solutions integrate sensors, software, domain knowledge and customer workflows into intelligent information ecosystems that deliver actionable information, automate business processes and improve productivity. They are used in a broad range of vital industries. Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has more than 15,000 employees in 46 countries and net sales of approximately 3.1bn USD. Learn more at hexagon.com.
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